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ABSTRACT

The numerical simulacion ot aerosol transport,
including the e£feccs of chemical and nuclaar reac-
t i o n s , presents a challenging dynamic accounting
problem.

? a r t . : l e s of different s i z e s aggloraerace and
l i t t l e out due to various mechanisms, such as
d i f f u s i o n , d i f fus iophores i s , thermophoresis, gravica-
cional s e t t l i n g , turbulent acce lerat ion , and e e n t r i f u -
g«l acce lera t ion . Par t i c l e s a l s o change s i z e , due to
che condensation and evaporation of materials on the
particle.

Heterogeneous chemical reactions occur at Che
interface between a particle and Che suspending
med'uo. or • surface and the gas in the aerosol.
Homogeneous chemical reactions occur within the
aerosol suspending medium, within a particle, and on
a surface. These reactions may include a phase
change.

Nuclear reactions occur in all locations. These
spontaneous transmutations from one elemental form to
another occur at greatly varying races and may result
in phase or chemical changes which complicate Che
accounting process.

This paper presents an approach for inclusion o£
these effects on Che transport of aerosols. The
accounting system is very complex and results in a
large set of stiff ordinary differential equations
(DDEs). The techniques for numerical solution of
these OOEs require special attention to achieve their
solution in an efficient and affordable manner.

INTRODOCTTOH

An aerosol is a suspension of particles in a
gas. The particles may be composed of solids and
liquids and nay consist of several different
species. Particles may range in size from 0.001 urn
to over 100 urn in diameter. The carrier g«» can
also consist of several different specie*.

Many complex physical and chemical processes may
be occurring simultaneously within the aerosol,
affecting both particle size distribution and overall
composition. The processes considered here include
both discrete and continuous phenomena. These are
particle agglomeration, particle deposition,
condensation and evaporation, heterogeneous chemical
reactions, homogeneous chemical reactions,
homogeneous nucleic ion, and nuclear reactions.

*Prepar*d for :he U.S. Otparcoenc of Energy Idaho
Operitions Office Under DOE "intfact
No. JE-AC07-76IDO1570.

A one-volume model is presenced uhich describes
the evolution ot :his physical svieem aj 4 system jf
cime-dep«ndenc OOEs where che basic quantities oc
interest are che mass oc each species at each loca-
tion. In che next section, a discrece model for che
particle size distribution is desctibed. Then, in
subsequent sections, mathematical 1 addling techniques
for each process are briefly discussed. Finally, ve
show how che aerosol simulation can be performed in a
multivolume region. The one-volume model is then used
as a common building block for several different
multivolume simulations. A single volume of aerosol
is assumed to be vary larje with respect to the size
of the aerosol particles. Within this volume, it is
assumed that particles of each size are of uniform
composition and that they are distributed uniformly
throughout the volume. It i.s also assumed that the
aerosol gas is evenly mixed and uniformly distributed.

The present formulation is motivated by an
application in which a volume of aerosol is < slice
of a scream Cube that is bounded by a duct. It is
assumed that a velocity profile or flow regime
(either laminar or turbulent) exists throughout che
plane normal to che axial flow direction. This viev
is not limiting in chat coefficients which depend on
the surface area of Ch» wall can be easily altered Co
reflect different geomecries.

It is further assumed that the principle of
superposition is applicable, That i s , the effects of
the various mechanisms are additive. Under this
assumption, we wrice the contribution to che
differencial equation of y at location loc due to
process proc as

dt *—' dt
proc

(I)
proc

PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION MODEL

In che aerosol simulation, we treat the continu-
ous particle size distribution as a discrete particle
distribution using a bar chart approximation. Each
bar is then considered to be a particle bin containing
the number of particles which are in some average size
for that bin.

.•uppoie there are NUMB bins and NUMC noncondensa-
ble gases. And assume there are HVHV condensable
substances, which may be in che vapor stace, condensed
on particles, or condensed on the surface of a* wall.
Then there are a total of (NUMB • 2) NUMV • MUMC cime-
dep^ndrnt mast COEs in a single volume. For a
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simulation wic- -0 i n s . "* conaessasl? iuostancss and

e iis. thera are LJJ ;QSs.

Tha cancar.C rac 1215 3r number ••f par^ i -1^5 DC e*ch
s u e de.sar'iur.e , ir. p a r : . the r a t e s :3r "n» •sass t r a n s -
p o r t by caa s r a s s s i s s 3 : ^ s b u e r j : 1 . ^ . , i e o o s i t i o n ^
and condensa t ion . This r»a ' : i r»5 chat t^e : a r r e c t
p a r c i c l e rtumOer e v o i u c u n 3? .?>a;;:c.3i~<?3. as v e i l as

aci^n or mass.

Zn subsequent s e c c i o n s , ch-2 races for -nass
t r a n s p o r t a r s aaveloped uJ in? t , . t - a number at

*3 in o m ] per u n i t a e r o s o l volume to r

j « l . ; , . • • . N U M B . The mass la cracked as mad' , Che

rcass oc type 1 ac location loc Per unit volume or
aerosol. Cor loc*j»t NUM*. When toc»a, the
location is che aerosol carrier gas, and when loc*w,
cha location 1$ Che wall . In general, Che n; ' j are
noc carried directly, $ince they are completely deter-
mined by Che volume oc a typical particle in bin j and
cha densi t ies and n u t ] o£ che constituents of Che
parcicle.

If che particle sin sizes are i l l fixed, che
principle oc parcicle number evolucion tails, to
properly conserve mass and particle number evolacion,
ic is necessary co model che largest, or overspill,
bin as a cancrol volume containing parcicles of
various sices. In this case, che particle number
concencracion equation muse be carried explicitly.
This model is constructed co allow aerosol process co
continue co occur vichin chis bin. Decails with an
error analysis of che floating overspill bin are
described in Reference I.

AGGLOMERATION

Particles in an aerosol agglomerate vhen they
com* inco contact with sach other. Agglomeration
mechanisms include diffusion, seeding, turbulence,
and acceleration. These mechanisms are controlled by
che £low regime.

Variation in the particle number eoncencracion
causes particle agglomeration by diffusion. • This
mechanism is modeled using Fick's firsc law of
diffusion-

Particles with different velocities have che
potential Co collide, tn viscous flow, where the
viscous forces greatly exceed inertia! forces, Che
draK 'force on a particle is proportional Co the
particle diameter. Therefore, forces appliad to
particles of different sizes can result in different
particle velocities and agglomeration.

For gravitational settling, Che terminal velocity
for an aerosol particle i i obtained from che appropri-
ate fore* balance equation. The resulting seeding
velocity is proporcional co she particle diameter.
Particle agglomeration by turbulent >oocion is caused
by che velocicy gradient which exists in a turbulent
eddy. Two particles in such an eddy may have aiffsr-
ent velocities, due co che difference in che posicion
of eheir cencart. A second Curbulent agglomeration
mechanism it dut to local acceleration in a turbulent
eddy. Aa the aerosol is accelerated, a drag force is
created by che difference bscween che velocities of the
acceleracad flow and Che particle. Two particles of
differene sizes will momentarily have different
velocities. Other forces acting on the aerosol
include general accelerations, such as centrifugal
acceleration of an aerosol in a duct going around a
bend.

There are :onc r i imt :o rs :o t r e 3 a r c i : ' . e T
•sqiaeions >"n« ; K 9 ^355 so/iac i c s wh::?. i r . s lu ie
e : : e c c s a : a l l 3 a r t : : l a igg i^Rerae io r ^ec-^anii
P a r t i c l e s a re removes from "in I and s m < 4c:3
irtg :a

tk I
3, . ;merac i

o c I ai-! <

wnere j u I or '< 3r.d where K., is che appropriate

agglameracion foecticienc. New parcicles are tovred

at the race K* n, n, . Note :hac the above race 1)

iroportianal Co n-; for other concribucions, such as
deposition or condensation, che race will be propor-
:io.,al only to n.

The newly formed particle does not necessarily
coincide with one of che fixed size particles in the
discrete distribution. Parcicle number evolution for
chis process reduces che number of particles in che
system; two particles agglomerate into one. This
principle and conservation of mass are applied CO che
resultant particle, as discussed in Reference I. The
result of the t, Ic agglomeration is either redistrib-
uted between two bins which bracket the size of the
resultanc parcicle or put into the overspill bin.

Each l,k agglomeracion may contribute only co one
low bin/high bin rediscribution or co the overspill
bin. On the other hand, an arbitrary bin j may be
the low bin or high bin for several different t,k
agglomerations; and the overspill bin may similarly
receive particles and mass from several different
l,k agglomerations. In general then,

dn.

dc
agglomeracion

high

NUMB

1-1

NUMB

n. n. - K. . n. n.
'• J JJ J 1

(3)

where sym may also equal os (overspill) when j is

os. The fractions f t*J|h and f°* are defined

to preserve parcicle number evolucion and to conserve
mass in che redistribution process. Note chat most
of che Terns in che multiple suaautcions are zero, so
only the nonzero terras are calculated. This is done
by developing an analytic expression for low in terms
of the sizes of the agjlomeracing parcicles and che
sizes of che different bins.

DEPOSITION

Particles in the aerosol can be deposited on a
soiid or liquid surface by several different mecha-
nisms- These mechanisms include diffusion,
chermophoresic, gravitational settling, turbulent
acceleration, and centrifugal acceleration.
Oiffusiophoresis and Scefan flow are mechanisms
related to condensation and evaporation and are
discussed lacar.

Parciclca which contact a surface, such as che
wall of a duct, stick co che surface. This keeps the
number concencracion of particles low near the surface
and creates a number concentration gradienc, so parti-
cles diffuse toward che surface. If the temperature
of the surface is different from eh«t of the aerosol,
a thermal gradient exists near che surface. If the



surface '-a sooler :nan :** aerosol , cr.is $r.»di*nt
->-tves par:is ' .*a towari - ^ wall In -r\e prscass called
tnemtophoresLS. An « : :ec : iv S i s rce is exerted jn chs
p a f s ' l e s , since : M ?as jn ; i a riot side nas j r ea t a r
molecular •Bovsinen; th.an :^e $as JH Che sold s ide .
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where K?1 is the appropriate deposition coefficient.

CONDENSATION ANO EVAPORATION

Under suitable conditions, condensation and/or
evaporation of condensable substances may occur.
Particles change size continuously due to these
processes. The principles of particle number evolu-
tion and conservation of mass are applied for these
processes within the discrete particle distribution
model. In particular, there is no change in the
number of particles, although the size of a particle
increases or decreases.

It is assumed that each condensable vapor behaves
as »n ideal gas and has a saturation vapor presse -,
psat. p o r condensation or evaporation on surfaces
which are relatively flat with respect to the gas
molecule size, the saturation vapor pressure is
dependent only on temperature. Condensation and
evaporation are controlled by the difference between

the partial pressure, PP*r, and the saturation
pressure. If P?ar > P. , condensation of mass

type i will occur; and i£ P*aC > P?ar, evaporation

will occur, provided that condensate is available to
evaporate. The rate at which condensable gas. mole-
cules migrate to and from the condensing surface is
controlled by diffusion, assuming the surface is
large compared to the^nolecular mean free path.
Pick's firs" law is applied to determine this rate
for condensation and evaporation.

The change of mass of a'condensable in the vapor
is also proportional to the particle diameter and the

tram cm j and aided to 3in ; - l at. t"e ra;a <

potential g[" - ?[' The rate at which the

diameter of a particle changes can be determined, if
the density of the condensate and the volume of th*
spherical shell are known. This rate equation can be
integrated to determine the time it takes for one
particle to change to the next particle size.

The rate at which particles are removed from
bin j by condensation of vapor i upon particles in
bin j is a contribution of the form

dn.

dt
condensation
of mass type i

- K. '
J

n.
J

where K.>l is the bin condensation coefficient.

Particles are added to bin j*l at the same rate.
Similarly, for evaporation, particles are removed

"or jondensat i=n. "aoor is removed :r;i" ;->» jas

mixture and j-iced to t*-e ̂ ass mventirv in ? n :•'.•

For evaDorat'.on. ^jnuer.sate is removed frcn ;-» irtven-

:JJV ;t -sass ;n 3 m ' J^s returned ta 't?e jeroscl.

• uen ; is the '.argsst n s , part'.ilis its -oc r^r.sves

jv condensation. Mass inventor1' is -:nanged' iv J S i m j

:ne sanaensate. T J preserve !fe sarticl* lumber evo-

lution, no particles -in br »dded; nence, this l4r«-

asc ?in cannot se j tixed aise particle 5in but u :?•<*

floating overspill i>in in which the average s u e oar-

ncle cnanges. Many details of Che coneensation'
evaporation model are jiven in References I and 2.

Physically, the nas'j of type i at each location
may have only nonnegative values. This constrains
the variables used m th« system of ODEs. Numeri-
cally, the time itep can be restricted so that etch
variable remains positive; however, this technique
can result in unnecessarily small time steps. For
evaporation of a condensate, there is a discontinuity
in the first derivative at the point of dryouc. When
a variable becomes negative in the solution of the
system of ODEs, a root-finding method is used to
locate the point in time at which it is rero. Then
the problem is restarted at that time, using the
interpolated values-

Condensation and evaporation may also occur at
other surfaces, such as a wall. This creates a
secondary hydrodynaoic flow known as Stefan Plow. A
secondary diffusion process of the carrier gat occurs
to maint/iin constant total pressure near the wall.
The partial pressure gradient of the condensing or
evaporating material must be balanced by a partial
pressure gradient of the other gases in the opposite
direction. Stefan Flow provides the source of
material by transporting gas toward the wall for
condensation an'.' away from the wall for evaporation.
For condensation, Stefan Flow results in another
particle deposition mechanism. In addition, these
tvo diffusion effects may act to drive particles
cither to or from the surface in a process called
diffusiophoresis. Particles will be driven toward
the surface if the more missive molecules in a mixture
are diffusing in that direction while less massive
molecules are diffusing in the opposite direction.
This also results in particle deposition.

HETEROGENEOUS CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Heterogeneous chemical reactions are reactions
that occur at the interfaces between the vapor and
either the surfaces of the particles or the surface
of a wall- These reactions nay include both a phase
change and a change in the chemical form tn which a -
particular element is present. The phase changes
effectively result in particle size changes., as in
condensation and evaporation. These reactions are
controlled by diffusion and thermodynamic relation-
ships which determine the rates at which these reac-
tions proceed.

The rate at which reactions proceed toward the
equilibrium point is described by the product of a
mass transfer coefficient (or deposition velocity),
the appropriate area of the jurface at which the reac-
tion is taking place, and a driving potential as a
difference between the madj value and « mad^0'rc
value. Thie latter value is a controlling value which
determines the equilibrium point of the reaction. The
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HOMOGENEOUS CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Houwgensous chemical reactions occur throughout
che volume of Che aerosol, within a particle, or
within mass deposited on a wall. Although such reac-
tions 4rs controlled by various Ehermodynamic race
parameters, Che rates of reaction are assumed to be
very high tucmte of che high potential cor the
various chemical constituents to be in close contact.
The nodeI it then based on the equilibrium state
appropriate Cor the local thennodyoamie conditions.
As local thermodynamic conditions change, the equili-
brium point also changes. The basic parameter used
to determine this point is the thermodynamic
convenience function (property) called Gibbs free
energy.

With the Second Law of Thermodynamics, and Cibbs
free energy, the equilibrium point for a reaction
occurring in the presence of other reactions at a
constant total pressure and a constant temperature
can be determined, th* classical formulation results
in a large system of nonlinear algebraic equations
which must be solved. To solve these equations for a
realistic situation requires exrensive storage and
considerable computational tine, making inclusion of
a full homogeneous reaction model into an aerosol
code impractical. However, the inclusion of such a
model would give che equilibrium point for each
constituent at each temperature and pressure during
the aerosol transient.

When cvo states of the same constituent exist in
equilibrium, the partial pressure of the vapor is the
saturation value at the temperature and total pres-
sure of the mixture. This observation suggests an
alternative approach to model these reactions.- A
composite partial pressure relationship (a* a
function of temperature and pressure) can be used to
represent the composite behavior of each element of
interesc. Then the condensation model previously
discussed could be used as a mass transfer mechanists
to keep the anounc of oat* at each location at the
equilibrium point.

A simple composite saturation partial pressure
relationship can be obtained by considering only the
condensation stoichiometric relations of the elements
in their dominant constituent form (if known). A o w e
accurate relationship can be based on che results of
the equilibrium calculations from chemical equilibrium
systems programs. The approach taken in our aerosol
simulation is to use che latter method, when such
resulcs are available. Otherwise, the simpler method
is uaed.

HOMOGENEOUS WCLEATIOW

Homogeneous nucleation is the formation of
particles from a supersaturated vapor without the

assistance :it :or3eTsaf.on jites. Zn -c.•;:.'.-•, -iv
:'orx a -luster; ••metre r 5r nat zalliivr,5 ToU^.'.is 2:
the vapar scav tctgecner is a cluster 2»Benc3 ;r cner-
rsosvrjjH; 3r inc I D t s s . If the cluscer r»:na:-5, 1:
will praviie a sice ^pon which :3nM!isa:i:n c m 3>:;ur.
Actar sufficient condensation has occurred jn 1
cluster, :ne resulting aerosol particle will jrow
uncii ;c can be aaaea :a :he smallest bin. Frai? :-«
5L~pL-2iC aai-^c jf view, :r".er., ~amo?eneous nuc leac :3n
tav move saturated '-'apor ; J ;ha smallest 5ar;i:le ; m .

Nuclear reactions are spontaneous cransmucations
from one elemental tarm to another which aiay occur in
any location anct may 3U0 result in phase changes.
Nuclear reactions are also called radioactive decay.
Beca decay is the process of an iaocope oc one element
transmuting to another element with the same mass
nun&er and 13 the only decay process considered here.
This decay from one element co another can affect
chemical reactions by the availability and stace of
che elements involved. The race at which beca decay
of an isotope occurs is a function of che number of
nuclei of chat isotope and is practically independent
ot nil physical and chemical conditions.-'

where E. is a generic element with

Consider a decay chain of the form

ET •• tr . • » .

atomic number i and m is the mass number of the
chain. The differencial equation describing the
number of atoms of E? is given by

Et-l

dt

where

• X.

* S (*E™>
(7)

.
is the decay rate coefficient for the dec«y

f E? to E™ . and S is a source term.

The fission of a radioactive material, such as
U235, produces a large number of radioactive
fragments, esch with a different yield or probability.
For fission of U 2 3 5, che yield as a function oc atonic
number is a nearly symmetrical bimodal distribution.
The two peaks with yields >l» include the elements Se
through Rh (atomic numbers 3& through &5) and Sn
through Sm (atomic numbers SO through 62.)

Each radioactive fragment will undergo beta
decay until a stabla iscripe results. There is ac
most one such decay chain or sequence of beta decays
for sach mass number. An element may appear in
several decay chains as different isotopes. For
example, from the fission of U 2 3 5 then are
10 fragmencs with yields greater than IX which
involve isotopes of Ca. Thus, 10 OOEs are required
to track che isotopes of Cs.

For a particular problem, there nay be only a
few basic radioactive elements of incerest. The
model must include all deccy chains for isotopes of
all elements which occur in those decay chains
involving isotopes of che elements of primary
interest. Five of the volatile fission products of
1)235 3 r e sfl R U > T B i t> tni C j # jjjg decay chains

with yields greater than IX which contain these five
elements include 20 other elements also. If there
were 10 isotopes of each, then 2S0 ODEs would be
required to track the fivn elements of interest.
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"""
(8)

oc

The comrosite mass of Che element is represented
as Che sum of mass of ics isotopes, the equation Cor
the composice element is Equation (3) without cne
identification of isotope m, where the k's are nov
composite decay rate coefficients which are cime-
dependent- By fcroing che composice model Cor all
isotopes of each element, the number ot equations cor
each location Cor the fission o£ U-3' is reduced to 25.
Therefor*, modeling che aerosol particles uith 20 bins
still requires o«er 500 ODEs for each volume.

The second composite submodel groups several
elements as pseudo-elements. For each sequence of
elements, those not of primary interest are grouped
as a composite pseudo-element. (pE>. After grouping
isotopes, there are two major "chains" for the
elements with yields over I!-

If - Zr - Nb - Mo • TcSe •* Br * Kr - Rb - Sr
- Ru - »h,

and

Sb • Te • I • Xe • Cs - Ba - La « Ce - Pr - Nd

- Pm • Sou

These are rewritten as

?Ei t-Sr * pE2 - Ru • 0E3,

and

pE4 • Te • I • pE5 • Cs • pEj.

where pEj is a pseudo-element from grouping several
eleaMnt*. For example, pE{ is Se through Rb.

This effectively reduces che 25 ODEs to 11 ODEs,
provided che grouping of elements xs pseudo-elements
approximates the information reasonably well. The
full details of this nuclear reaction simulation are
discussed in Reference 2.

SIMULATION ALGORITHMS

The aerosol transport model thus far developed
applies only to one specific volume. Based on this
model, a mulcivolume algorithm for che transport of
an aerosol can be constructed. At least three scream-
tubc-cype alternatives are pottibl* in concept which
include mast interchange between volumes.

he r i r s c j L - s r - a t ;ve is t ? c jno ie i4_Mce~t
via the i D o r ^ a r i a c e adveecion c e r - s . Tu •. 5 i

undouocadlv Chs TIGS; j c ^ u r a c e wav to J Q , 7.4; '_r.e
number oc ODE5 : J »« 5olv«d streuttaneo'ji lv i» l i r z * .
For sxample, for 11 mac-jr i a l s . Z0 b i n s , jnc
tO r e g i o n s , over JiOO coupled ODEs r e q u i r e so luCion .
Sever tneLass . c m s aiCernac ive -nusc be ^eveloaec J*

ic:epc3ni.l J : otr.«r

The see3ft aicernacive u :o ~e less precise wif
resnecc :o she advectian :er^3. tor -exapole, ror x
iygcem modeled with several consecucive volumes, :•••;
iimulacion would proceed sy assuming tlow from volume I

to ;, then Irotn ; to 3, etc. The mad, values in

volume I would be advanced a sec increment in time.

This advancement would require the history of mad.1

into the first volume during che time period. Calcu-

lations would include outflow of ™* d
l o c Co the second

region during this time period. These outflow data
would then b« used as inflow daca to perform che jama
cask for the second volume, etc., until che calcula-
tions for all volumes are completed through che cur-
rent time period. The time would then be advanced,
and the process repeated. One major problem with this
approach is chat it may be difficult to save every bit
ot outflow data for later use as inflow data. In ad-
dition, adjacent volumes would likely us* different
internal time steps to solve che resulting stiff set
of ODEs, which uould then require interpolation within
the input data.

The real advantage of the second alternative is
that many fewer OOEs have to be solved at any one
time. For the example cited, about 242 ODEs would
have co be solved, instead of 2400.

The third alternative is to switch from the
Eulerian reference frame of the other alternatives co
a Lagrsngian frame. As the aerosol volume moves down-
stream, the local wall inventory is advecced out and
the upstream wall inventory is advecced in. As che
aerosol volune goes around a corner, the elbow deposi-
tion mode is turned on; when che volume has passed che
corner, the elbow deposition mode is turned off, etc.
This third alternative haj several applications. An
important application is aerosol transport at rela-
tively high velocities.

SOLUTION Of EQUATIONS

The application of che simulation modal dis-
cussed requires che numerical solution of a large
number of coupled ODEs, and che resulting equations
are very stiff. These ODEs are lolved by using an .
implementation of Che stiff methods of O a r 4 for
synceas of differentiil equations with a sparse
Jacobian.

SUMMARY

The sinulacion of a transporting aerosol,
including chemical and nuclear reactions, is most
difficult. Within this paper we have given an
overview of one feasible way to approach this
simulation with spacial emphasis on: (a) handling
the difficulties thac occur in sinulating continuous
and discrete processes in a particle bin framework;
(b) approximating complex chemical reactions,'using
results of detailed chemical equilibrium codes and a
condensation type ot mass mover; (c) approximating as
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.


